MEMORANDUM

To: Interested Persons

From: Alana Jeydel, PhD, Manager Education Program, Legal Division

Date: November 4, 2020


Revisions have been made to the instructions and content of the above referenced forms in order to incorporate needed changes resulting from legislation that will go into effect early next year [SB 1239 (2018) and AB 909 (2019)]. These changes are required in order to implement the Secretary of State’s Cal-Access Replacement System (“CARS”) project. The changes will be effective when CARS goes live, which is planned for February 2021. Additionally, new instructions were added to forms related to recently adopted limited liability company regulations 18402.2 and 18421.10. All changes are highlighted in yellow.

Form 462 (Independent Expenditure Verification) is being eliminated as the independent expenditure verification information will be captured directly on the Forms 450, 460, 461 and 496 once CARS goes live.

T-10 (Committees Primarily Formed for State Ballot Measures or Candidates Top Ten Contributor List) is being eliminated as the information it collects will be collected by the new CARS system when filers file campaign forms online or electronically.

Staff plans to present the above referenced form changes for approval at the December 17, 2020 Commission meeting. An Interested Persons meeting will not be held but staff strongly encourages persons to submit comments and suggestions in writing to ajeydel@fppc.ca.gov by December 1, 2020.